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The use of lasers in cosmetic
periodontal procedures
Rana Al-Falaki illustrates the myriad of uses for lasers in cosmetic dentistry
With the growing demands and expectations of today’s
society, cosmetic dentistry is at an all-time high. However,
the ‘pink’ aspect of cosmetic dentistry is frequently an
aspect that is neglected, but that can impact so greatly
on the final results. A slightly uneven gum line around
crowns, a papilla that’s too bulky, excess gummy smile –
these will be the first visible aspects of an albeit beautiful
‘Hollywood’ smile.
In order to optimise the soft tissue aspects, most
procedures are surgical, which of course can be associated
with morbidity, and is something that not all patients may
want to go through with. Lasers can be used for most of
these surgical procedures, and have the added advantages
of being associated with less pain, swelling, bleeding
and generally fewer postoperative complications than
traditional surgery. The following cases illustrate some
uses of lasers in cosmetic dentistry.

Case one – crown lengthening

Figures 1-6: this 45-year-old female patient presented
with uneven gingival margins, where several of the
crowns had exposed margins and teeth with recession.
She wanted to have her smile improved with new crowns
and an even smile line.
In this case, the decision was made to carry out crown
lengthening using a flapless technique with an all-tissue
laser – the Er,Cr:YSGG (Waterlase). This allows for both
soft and hard tissue to be worked on.
The laser is first used to carry out gingival re-contouring
to the appropriate shape and dimensions as dictated by a
surgical stent. The laser tip is then inserted subgingivally,
and bone removal is carried out to a distance of at least 3mm
from the new gingival margins, to avoid encroachment
of the biological width, which would otherwise result in
unsightly inflamed tissues or further recession.

There is some tactile feel with the laser, and the ability
to alter the settings to ensure a smooth even surface. A
flapless technique is not always possible, but worked well
in this case, and ideal for a patient who was also very
nervous. Patients tend to experience very little discomfort
following this type of laser surgery.

Case two – gummy smile

Depending on the amount of gingiva visible, crown
lengthening alone is not always enough to reduce
gummy smiles. This often has a complex aetiology,
including factors such as delayed passive eruption,
hyper-mobile upper lip and vertical-maxillary excess.
A lip-repositioning procedure is one option to improve
the aesthetic outcome, and is frequently combined with
crown lengthening to achieve an optimal result.
Figures 7-9: in this case, a 42-year-old lady presented
with a gummy smile related to vertical maxillary excess.
The gingival margins were slightly uneven, but the teeth
were already long, and so further crown lengthening

Figure 1: Before

Figure 2: Before

Figure 3: Before

Figure 4: After
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Figure 6: After

Figure 7: Before

Figure 8: Two-month healing

Figure 9: After
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Figure 10: Before

Figure 11: After three months

would add little value to improving her
smile. She was incredibly self-conscious,
always putting her hand over her mouth
when she laughed.
The Er,Cr:YSGG laser was used here in a
lip repositioning surgery, removing a strip
of soft tissue above the fixed gingiva and
suturing the two margins together.
Patients recover fairly quickly and
frequently the upper lip also plumps up
following this type of surgery. There can
be some degree of relapse over time, but
usually never back to the original state.
Using a laser here allows for more precision,
a more superficial cut, better visibility and
less postoperative pain and swelling.

Case three –
gingival recession

Gingival recession can be very challenging
to treat successfully. Aetiology should be
established and a preventive programme
instigated prior to any surgical intervention.
Correcting gingival recession can include
connective tissue grafts using tissue from
the palate, cadavers or collagen matrices;
or also more generalised cases can include
the use of enamel matrix derivatives
combined with flap re-positioning. The
use of lasers can be beneficial to the steps
required in these procedures.
Figures 10 and 11: in this case, a
23-year-old female presented with
localised recession on her lower incisors,
with the recession extending beyond
the muco-gingival junction, and the
teeth sensitive to cold. Connective tissue
grafting was carried out, harvesting tissue
from the palate.

Figure 12: Before

Figure 13: After

Figure 14: Before

Figure 15: Immediately postoperative

Figure 16: Two weeks later

Figure 17: Two weeks later, whole lip

The Er,Cr:YSGG laser was used on
the root surface to remove smear layer
and modify the dentine prior to grafting;
studies have shown an improved
connective tissue attachment following
this step.
It was also used to very precisely remove
the epithelium on the papillae, and also on
the palate following harvesting of the graft
to improve healing. A deeply penetrating
diode laser (Epic 10, 940nm) was used
after the surgery as a form of low level
laser therapy, to reduce postoperative pain
and swelling, and improve vascularisation,
which has been shown to improve
outcomes of grafts.

Lasers are particularly
useful in patients who are
young, or anxious
Case four – tissue
thinning/re-contouring

Tissue bulking can be problematic to resolve
and can be a side effect of orthodontic
treatment. It can also look unsightly and
doesn’t tend to resolve naturally over time.
The tissue is also quite mobile, making
precise and subtle re-shaping with a scalpel
blade challenging, not to mention that
these patients are frequently young and
so using a laser has the advantage of being
able to carry this out with only topical
anaesthetic, and being very precise, as well
as a bloodless cut.
Figures 12 and 13: this case was
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Figure 18: Before

Figure 19: Immediately after

Figure 20: After one week

Figure 21: After three weeks

carried out on a 17-year-old boy, shortly
after completing his orthodontic treatment
and in need of removal retainers.

Case five – fibroma removal

The gingivae are not the only aspects of a
smile that can catch the viewer’s eye. Any

lumps or swelling on the lips also tend to
be noticeable. Removal of swellings using
laser have the advantages of a bloodless
cut, minimal scarring and precision, with
the ability to locate and remove the source,
such as may be the case in pyogenic
granulomas for example.

Figures 14-17: in this case, this 56-yearold gentleman had a very large prominent
fibroma on his lower lip opposite the
lower right premolars. It was very visible
and also kept catching between his teeth.
It would be prudent to stress here that
any removal of lesions from the mouth
should be sent off for biopsy, and that if
removed with a laser, should be removed
with a wider margin and described on the
pathology sample.
This fibroma was removed with the
Waterlase and a laser band-aid placed over
the area immediately postoperatively. The
photos also show the postoperative area
after two weeks, with minimal scarring,
no indentation and rapid healing.

Removal of swellings using
laser have the advantages
of a bloodless cut, minimal
scarring and precision,
with the ability to locate
and remove the source
Case six –
haemangioma removal

Haemangiomas can present as purple
swellings on the lip, buccal mucosa and
tongue. Indications to remove them could
be aesthetic or also to prevent trauma if
they keep catching between the teeth and
subsequently bleed.
Removal of any vascular lesion with a
blade is potentially risky. The use of a diode
laser in this case is ideal because it has an
affinity for pigment and haemoglobin.
This target within the tissues is what is
known as a chromophore, and in the case
of diodes leads to a completely bloodless
cut, so is ideal to use rather than an
Er,Cr:YSGG in these instances.
Figures 18-21: in this case, this 39-yearold lady presented with a haemangioma
on her lower lip. She was conscious and
unhappy with the appearance, and found
that it swelled intermittently at times. It

had been removed before, but in fact came
back larger after the surgery. To remove
the lesion surgically through excision
would have left her with an indentation
that may take time to level off if at all,
although if carried out with laser would
have left minimal scarring.
In this case, a diode was used in noncontact mode, using the diode laser for
its true properties rather than a cutting
tool. The laser was moved over the lesion
rapidly and at a distance of approximately
5-10mm from the lesion. The diode laser
absorbed away the blood, leaving a white
lesion, which heals over time with some
inflammation and scabbing, that then falls
off, leaving a clear lip, as shown in this
case three weeks later.

Conclusion

In summary, this article covers a few cases
where it may be particularly advantageous
to consider the use of lasers in correcting
both hard and soft tissues.
Lasers are partocularly useful in patients
who are young, or anxious, and have the
added advantages over conventional
surgery of precision, better visibility (less
bleeding) and less, if any, postoperative
morbidity.
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